
INSIGHTS BY ACADEMIC WORK

PEOPLE PLAN 
How to get the right person  

in the right place at the right time
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All companies have a 2020 business  
plan, but do you have a 2020 People Plan?  
A People Plan assesses the skills-critical 
aspects of your business plan and identifies 
what you need to do today to have the right 
skills in place tomorrow.

SUMMARY
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WHAT IS  
A PEOPLE PLAN?

To achieve your goals, you need 
committed employees who have the 
knowledge, skills and motivation to fulfill 
the company's needs today – and, even 
more importantly, in the future. That's 
when a People Plan process becomes 
vital. It helps you to link your professional 
development planning to your strategic 
business goals. It helps you to ensure that 
the employees you have tomorrow have 
the skills you need tomorrow. By linking 
your business plan to a People Plan, it is 
more probable that your organization:
• Has a professional development plan  

with a clear connection to your  
strategic objectives.

• Uses your resources in a smarter  
and more long-term way.

• Identifies skills issues that arise and 
acts before they turn into problems.

• Has the right conditions for making 
better strategic decisions regarding 
your company's skills development.

One organization’s People Plan will 
not be the same as another's. But 
there are a number of questions all 
companies should ask themselves:
• Where is the organization heading?
• What challenges will be facing us  

in two or three years that affect our  
skills supply?

• What do we need to do today to have 
the right skills in place in the future?

Your company's business plan is essential, and your 

employees are the most important resource involved  

in producing it. They are what distinguishes you from 

your competitors, and often the only thing about your 

business that can't be copied to some extent.

In this guide we take you through the 
steps required to create a successful 
People Plan and to prepare your 
organization for the future.

RISKS

There are currently more people entering 
retirement than entering the labor 
market1– and not having a clear plan for 
skills supply is a risk factor that many 
companies are not equipped to handle. 
Perhaps nobody within your company 
has analyzed the skills-critical aspects 
of your business plan. Or what may 
become skills shortfalls in the future. 
It's impossible to be sure what the 
future holds – the only thing we know 
is that the business world is changing 
fast. As a company, you must be ready to 
quickly readjust to your target group's 
new behavior. Unfortunately, many 
companies make the mistake of acting in 
a very short-term manner when it comes 
to recruitment – for example, reusing 
old job advertisements when somebody 

» Without looking forward from a skills perspective, you 
risk indirectly encouraging the organization to constantly 
act in a short-term manner. «

MARKUS ÅBERG, 
People Plan Specialist, Academic Work

leaves the company, without asking 
whether they really need exactly the same 
skills as when they recruited  
for that post four years previously.  
Or whether the same requirements 
will still be relevant in two years' time.
• It's too late to start looking when 

you need an experienced person in 
the post. If you're going to need rare 
skills combinations in the future, 
you need to start planning now.

• In today's recruitment market, new  
approaches are required. Without 
having drawn up a comprehensive  
plan, it's difficult to see what you need  
to change.

• Following a thorough analysis, it's  
easier to see what strategic decisions  
you need to make regarding your 
organization’s skills supply.
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To obtain as impartial a picture as possible, 
you need to involve people who can 
provide both a strategic and operational 
perspective – for example the management 
group and recruitment managers.

STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

In order to obtain a clear insight into the 
company's skills requirements, you can 
carry out an analysis of your strengths 
and weaknesses, with a focus on your 
organization as an employer. Remember to 
be specific, and keep the analysis short and 
concise and with a focus on the employees.

PREDICT TRENDS

• Try to predict access to and demand  
for business critical skills that will  
be required in your organization in 
two or three years' time.

• How does the economic position  
affect your opportunities for  
attracting new employees?

• How are you affected by technical,  
political and cultural changes  
taking place in the world?

• How are your customers' and target 
groups' requirements affected, 
and how does that affect you?

• Will there be any legal/practice 
modifications that will affect you?

BEGIN WITH  
A BROAD-BASED 
APPROACH
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WORK PROACTIVELY

When you know roughly which business 
critical skills you will need in two to three 
years, you should start reviewing which 
current employees have the ability to 
develop those skills, so that you can create 
an overall professional development plan. 
Then you can be ready, or at least have  
a much shorter start-up time, when a  
vacancy arises. It's often effective in 
terms of both time and cost to invest 
in existing employees, for example by 
paying for courses during working time 
or in the evening. The employee feels 
recognized, stimulated and developed, 
and you get an employee with the right 
skills who has both experience and 
commitment. When employees know 
what their next step will be, they feel 
recognized and stimulated, and are 
much less likely to look for other oppor- 
tunities. You should also make sure 
that skills are disseminated internally. 
Having senior employees train junior 
ones is often useful for both parties.

STRENGTHS/AREAS  
FOR DEVELOPMENT

Review the most vital aspects relating 
to skills supply – what are you already 
good at, and where are your biggest 
areas for improvement? This includes all 
aspects from attraction, the recruitment 
process, the employment experience 
and the induction process to how you 
look after, engage and develop your 

In a time when fewer people are entering the labor market  

than leaving it, competition is becoming increasingly tough.  

With an overall professional development plan, it's easier to 

work proactively and to attract the right skills for your company.

existing employees, and how you 
conclude the employment when an 
employee moves on in their career. You 
can continue to develop the things you 
are good at, and even accentuate them 
for existing and future employees. 
And it's time to examine and act on 
the things you need to improve.

ATTRACTIVE EMPLOYERS

When we act in a reality where there are 
fewer people entering than leaving the 
labor market1, it's an employee market. 
This makes it more important than ever 
to be able to attract new talents and to be 
very clear with your existing employees 
about what it is that distinguishes you 
from your competitors. You should ask 
whether you can offer whatever it is that 
your target group most wants – and 
if so, whether you're better than your 
competitors at doing so. You should also 
review how you communicate. Read 
through your current job advertisements. 
How much of what they contain is 
unique to you – which your competitors 
can't currently say? (NB: Competitors 
for candidates and competitors for 
customers are rarely exactly the same.) 
In addition, how much of what you say is 
the kind of thing that candidates already 
take for granted? Cross this out, and 
instead write what makes your company 
interesting and different from the 
competition. Position your organization 

in relation to your competitors in the 
candidates' eyes. When a new engineer 
graduates today, they have more than  
four job offers to choose between – so  
why should they choose you?

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

Being an attractive employer isn't just 
about what you say – instead it's more 
about what you actually do. What your 
employees, former employees and 
candidates say about you is the crucial 
factor. It's their perception, not what you 
think and say, that ultimately makes a 
difference. When you receive an applica-
tion for an advertised post, there's often 
a great deal of time and thought behind 
the decision to send in that application. 
Remember that a candidate who isn't 
right for this particular post may be 
right for another one, or can be a future 
customer – or even an existing one.  
Poor handling of candidates today can be 
extremely expensive or even impossible 
to recover from in the future. When you 
have just signed an employment contract 
with a new employee, their commitment 
is often at its peak. But if you don't then 
contact them at all between signing the 
contract and their first day at work – or if 
the induction process is poor – you risk 
damaging this commitment. Nurturing 
their commitment by means of an 
induction process that exceeds the new 
employee's expectations can therefore 
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DOCUMENT AND  
COMMUNICATE
Your People Plan should contain 

your strategic and operational 

objectives, how you developed 

them, who is responsible for each 

part of the plan and the schedule 

for the implementation.

Succeeding in communicating your 

People Plan to your employees will be 

extremely important for getting them 

onboard. Include these points:

• How your People Plan is linked to 

your business plan.

• The changes that will take place as  

a result of your People Plan.

• How these changes will affect the 

staff and, if possible, a schedule for 

these changes

• How each employee can contribute 

to a successful result.

be a key to integrating them quickly into 
the organization and helping them feel 
as though they are an essential part of it. 
Having committed employees is a key to 
an effective organization. A number of 
studies2  show the effect of high levels of 
commitment in the form of lower sickness 
absence, lower staff turnover, higher 
quality work, more satisfied customers 
and greater profitability. Today, your top 
performing employees have many options 
on the labor market, and you can't retain 
someone in a workplace against their 
will. So as an employer, it's important 
to offer an experience that means your 
best employees choose to stay with you.

LEADERSHIP

Today, a good manager is the crucial 
factor when young people make the 
choice of employer3– and a bad manager is 
often a crucial factor when the employee 
chooses to move on. It should be a high 

priority to ensure that managers and 
leaders in your organization have the 
right conditions for leading their staff 
in the best possible way. An unknown pro-
portion of most managers' working time is 
today spent filling in reports, drawing up 
forecasts, minimizing risks and admin-
istration – and the aspect that's often 
neglected as a result is engaging with 
their staff.  The average age of managers 
is also constantly increasing, at the 
same time that the number of managers 
below 35 is becoming less and less4. The 
managerial role doesn't appear attractive 
to young people, as a result of how they 
perceive its potential for development. 
Review how you provide managers within 
your organization the opportunity to 
be available to their staff, and how you 
provide them with support to identify and 
act any problems in the group at an early 
stage. Committed leadership can even 
provide the key to committed employees.
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FOLLOW UP  
AND EVALUATE

How you evaluate your People Plan varies 
significantly from organization to organi- 
zation and will depend on the objectives 
involved, but often it's a good idea to 
establish key performance indicators to 
be measured. Try to find key performance 
indicators that give early indications 
of change and which are directly 
linked to the new efforts with as few 
other variables as possible, rather than 
simply measuring the end result. In all 
situations it's important to investigate 
why an objective was or was not reached. 
Consider the adjustments that should 
be made and where you ca learn best 
practice. If a measure didn't have the 
results you intended, find out why and 
what you can do differently next time.

To keep a People Plan relevant, it's important to continuously 

evaluate the plan and the strategies it contains. This will 

show whether the plan is working as intended and whether 

you can see that your efforts are having the intended effect. 
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CONCLUSION
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A People Plan helps your company to draw up a clear plan  
for having the right skills in the right place at the right time 
to achieve your strategic business goals. 
 
When you create a People Plan, it's important to include 
employees with both a strategic and operational perspective 
in order to see immediately where there are differences in 
perception regarding how to best make progress, and to find 
a way forward that you can all buy into. 
 
Review the most critical aspects that affect your skills supply 
so that you can clearly see where you need to focus to achieve 
your objectives.
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ABOUT ACADEMIC WORK 

We are a personnel and recruitment company specializing in young professionals. 
We have focused on the target group of young professionals since 1998 and place great 
importance on quality assuring all of our recruitment processes. We  always want to 
ensure that our customers are satisfied with our collaboration. 
 Do you want to employ young professionals, either full or part-time? Please use the 
contact form on our website or call us on +47 23 00 90 70 .
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